Successfully operating around the world

Streamlined costs
Multifunctional

Redundant
Think Tank S-two. Setting future Trends.

Made in Germany

Your specialist for highly integrated control systems in shipbuilding.
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Think Tank S-two.
Continually inventing. Future oriented.
Foundational for our high performance level is our workforce. Every team member is entirely solution oriented and interested primarily in achieving set goals
and results.
When S-two was launched it began with a high-performance Research and Development department combined with state-of-the-art production. Ideal vertical
integration allows for our own implementation of all electronic and mechanical
developments.
We continually develop, manufacture, sell and service POSEIDON, the
multifunctional ship control system
for the global shipbuilding industry.
Our latest invention, POSEIDON-EH
with Smart ShipPower Bus offers
the ultimate solution and was registered for patent in 2011.
S-two designed this highly integrated ship control system for your
container vessels, bulk carriers, oil, gas and chemical tankers, dry cargo vessels,
liners, ferries, offshore suppliers, offshore platforms, heavy lifters and extensive
other uses.
In the meantime, many owners, shipyards and design companies have integrated
POSEIDON as the standard in their specifications. POSEIDON is type-approved
by Germanischer Lloyd and many other leading classification societies. Firstclass references confirm its functionality and performance worldwide.

1982

2013
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With ov er 35 years of experience in the shipbuilding industry.

Made in Germany

Think tank S-two. International.
Made in Germany.
Our companies headquarter and production is located in Lage, in central
Germany.
This is where the S-two team’s “knowhow” is evolved. Our constant exchange
of knowledge and information combined with close contact to leading universities result in the development of
technologies which set new standards
for the shipbuilding industry.
Quality is our highest priority.
In accordance with our corporate philosophy each employee personally guarantees the quality of his or her performance. Thus every employee constantly
applies quality-analysis, to his or her
work, in their pursuit of accomplishing
the high standards of our company. As
a result of this, each and every product
leaving our company is run through
numerous evaluations. Based on these
comprehensive QA procedures we make
sure you receive only impeccable products. The final quality control by our
shipping department guarantees that
you will receive what you ordered, when
you require it.
For your Assurance.
• Type-approval by Germanischer
Lloyd and other leading classification societies.
• Software programming according to
norm IEC 61131-3.
• Global service around the clock
thanks to our subsidiaries in Singapore and China and representative
office in India.
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We are S-two.

Think tank S-two.
Committed to and Capable of Performance.
In-house manufacturing carried out where our “know-how” is generated, assures the integration of our knowledge concerning each detail of our complex
ship control systems. Manufacturing, mounting, programming and testing in our
production in Lage vouch for the highest system performance.
This comprehensive knowledge of the system also guarantees speedy repairs. In
the unlikely event of a failure, the resulting system down time can be reduced to
an absolute minimum.

Meanwhile, S-two has successfully delivered its most complex POSEIDON-EH
with Smart ShipPowerBus to date which integrates 700 armatures. S-two is
up to the challenge of delivering systems with even greater numbers of remote
controlled armatures. Please challenge us!
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Made by

POSEIDON with Smart ShipBus and Smart ShipPower Bus.
Future oriented technology incorporating streamlined costs.

Certified. Tested. Successfully operating worldwide.

DET NORSKE VERITAS

Certificate No
ESN-12-24139

CERTIFICATE FOR
CONTROL AND MONITORING SYSTEMS
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Manufacturer:

S-two GmbH, Lage, Germany

Manufacturer’s order No.:

81094

Purchaser:

Flengsburger Schiffbau Gesellschaft
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Purchaser’s order No.:
The product is intended for
Yard:

Flensburger Schiffbau-Gesellschaft mbH & Co. KG

Yard No.:

757

Name of vessel:

“/”

DNV Id. No.:

D32310

THIS IS TO CERTIFY:
that the product:

Valve Remote Control, Tank
Measurement and Anti Heeling System

Type designation:

POSEIDON-EH
Valve Remote Control, Tank
Measurement and Anti Heeling System
- see remarks -

Intended purpose:
Extent of system / limitations:

Has been built and tested in accordance with the relevant requirements of:
DNV Rules for Classification:

Ships

HSLC

Naval

Offshore

POSEIDON - the multifunctional Ship Control System.

The highly integrated, multifunctional ship control system POSEIDON is designed
for the use on any type of vessel and offshore industries.
POSEIDON is unique and completely universally applicable. POSEIDON is
available in different configurations. According to your requirements, we
can offer our system with electro-hydraulic, hydraulic, electric or pneumatic
actuators. Upgrade your system with Smart ShipPowerBus.

Typical example of Smart ShipPowerBus configuration

Typical example of Smart ShipPowerBus
configuration

Typical example of actuator configuration

Typical example of POSEIDON Graphical User Interface (GUI)
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POSEIDON - sub-systems.

Operation of all sub-systems is integrated in
a single common user interface. Easy access
and operation is made possible by an intuitive
graphical user interface. Distributed control is
offered via multiple workstations such as Engine
Control Room, Cargo Office, Wheel House, and
others. Individual access rights can be shared
among the workstations. Optional interfaces allow
the communication with superimposed ship control
systems in both directions.

VRC

TMS

AHS

Loading Computer

Alarm Management

Interface Management

Safety and reliability is our highest aim:
All systems and components are redundant.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Valve Remote Control System (VRC)
Tank Management System (TMS)
Anti-Heeling System (AHS)
Loading Computer with online interface to Tank-Management System
Alarm Management
Interface Management

Made in Germany

According to the customers’ requirements, the following
sub-systems can be integrated:

All sub-systems are scalable to almost any complexity.
POSEIDON is approved by all major classification societies.
14
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POSEIDON - Smart ShipBus.
A „must-have“ for your vessel.

Smart ShipBus is a dual-redundant serial ring bus. It connects all actuators in
a point-to-point configuration. This technology vastly reduces the piping and
wiring efforts of the shipyard. Moreover, standard power and data cables ensure
worldwide availability.
A high-performance LPU (Local Processing Unit)
mounted on each actuator controls the device
and manages the bus communication. All types
of actuators are equipped with identical LPUs,
whose functionalities are initialized by Smart
ShipBus at start-up of the system. This vastly reduces the spare parts diversity and facilitates the
maintenance.
The data is transferred to the PLC cyclically in
both directions, ensuring continuous operability
even after a cable break or bus or LPU failure.
Four versatile inputs at the armature, configurable as standard 4-20mA or digital inputs, allow
for connecting any kind of analog or digital input source to the nearest LPU, without complex
cabling to the control cabinet or extra junction
boxes.
Smart ShipBus can be used for all types of
POSEIDON systems, with electro-hydraulic,
electric and pneumatic actuators.
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Typical example of Bunker-Panels

Typical example of Drencher-Panels

POSEIDON - Smart ShipPower Bus.
The ultimate solution.
Are you looking for even more sophisticated power management features
on your Smart ShipBus?
Upgrade your system to Smart ShipPowerBus:
In addition to the bus error handling features of Smart
ShipBus, short circuits also in the PowerBus can
now be countered while maintaining the operability of the remaining components.
Make full use of computer controlled powerup of each individual LPU.
Even if water accidentally enters the LPU
causing a short circuit or even burns,
Smart ShipPowerBus is your weapon
against an otherwise inevitable complete
bus failure!
Even a wiring mistake during commissioning causes no damage. Its location is
indicated in real-time and the error can be
instantly corrected.
This means shorter and safer commissioning services. Smart ShipPowerBus has been
applied for patent in 2011.
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Typical example of individually designed mimic diagram

POSEIDON - Safety and redundancy concept.
Ensuring maximum system availability.
Operational Level: Workstations

Operational Level: Workstations
Loading
computer
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In order to ensure maximum system availability, POSEIDON is equipped with a large number
of safety features and redundancy standards:
Dual main power supply input
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
Dual redundant 24VDC power supply
Redundant PLC
Overcurrent circuit breakers
3-phase ring bus transformers
FI fault current breaker
Phase supervisor

Made in Germany

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

POSEIDON – “Hot-Standby“-PLC
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In case of failure of one of the main components, the spare component takes over all functions. All
ratings are oversized and POSEIDON accepts two independent ship supplies. All critical power parts
are independently fused and fully protected against overload and short circuits.

Highest redundancy standard ensuring maximum system availability: two identical PLCs, including all associated in
and output modules, operate in parallel, running the same software. A PLC supervision circuit monitors all activities
of both PLCs in real-time. Should the main PLC fail or work incorrectly, the supervision circuit detects this state and
automatically switches over all connected I/O circuits to the standby PLC, ensuring immediate system control after
switch over.
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POSEIDON-EH with Smart ShipBus and Smart ShipPowerBus.
Future-oriented and highly sophisticated technology.

POSEIDON – 3 types of actuators guarantee system availability for each
application and type of vessel.
Versatile, universally applicable and freely configurable, our ship control system
POSEIDON is designed for the use on any kind of vessel and offshore industry.
The more armatures to control, the more complex the specification, the rougher
the application, the more mandatory it is to use our system.
All POSEIDON components are marine type and approved by all major classification societies.

Work Station
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Reversible
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Control cabinet installed in
Engine Room
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TCP/IP
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Anti Heeling System
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I/O communication to VPU

Fixed Hydraulic Hand Pump

POSEIDON-EH with Smart ShipBus or Smart ShipPowerBus.
POSEIDON is available as an electro-hydraulic, hydraulic, or pneumatic system.
All individual POSEIDON systems are compatible and can easily be combined
with each other. Depending on our customers’ requirements, the individual components (armatures, sensors, pumps, etc.) are either star-wired to the cabinet or
connected by our Smart ShipBus or Smart ShipPowerBus. While workstations,
PLC, sensors and butterfly valves are identical in all systems, only the actuators
differ.
Even the local intelligence mounted on the armature is identical in all systems:
One type of Local Processing Units (LPUs) for systems connected with Smart
ShipBus or Smart ShipPowerBus and one type of Local Control Units (LCUs) for
star-wired systems.

Portable Hydraulic Hand Pump

Easy integration of
Tank Measuring System

LPU

LPU

LPU

LPU

LPU

LPU

LPU

Pressure
Sensor

Pressure
Sensor
Level
Sensor

Temperature
Sensor

Level
Sensor

Sensors

No matter which system you choose, the exceptionally low diversity in spare
parts makes stock-keeping extremely easy.
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POSEIDON-H
Indestructible power packs for ex-proof areas.

A sophisticated foil potentiometer linearly and precisely detects the current position of the butterfly valve. No mechanical adjustment is necessary. Local end
positions are indicated by LEDs. Remote position indication for hydraulic systems via hydraulic position indicator in control cabinet, either with potentiometer or limit switches.
Operate all POSEIDON systems via marine PCs with monitor and trackball/
mouse or touch screen embedded PCs as stand-alone desktop workstations or
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integrated in customized control cabinets. State-of-the-art sensors for all kinds
of tank measurements and pump management top off the system.

Portable Hydraulic Hand Pump
Fixed Hydraulic
Hand Pump

Sensors
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POSEIDON-P
Clean and cost-efficient solution for smaller-sized systems.

Today’s large range of vessels and offshore appliances set high technological
standards which challenge all suppliers. S-two’s POSEIDON systems offer costefficient and customized solutions for all requirements.
Our pneumatic system, POSEIDON-P, is your cost-efficient investment for
smaller vessels and butterfly valves with smaller diameters. POSEIDON-H, our
hydraulic system, offers a superb torque to size ratio and is best applied in explosion-proof areas. S-two’s electro- hydraulic system, POSEIDON-EH, especially
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when equipped with Smart ShipBus, presents the highest comfort for both ship
owners and shipyards. Piping and wiring fitting is vastly reduced for the shipyard, resulting in lower installation costs. The ship owner receives state-of-theart configuration and diagnostics features, providing for a low maintenance and
smooth operating system.

Float
switch

I/O communication to VPU

Ethernet
TCP/IP

I/O communication to VPU

Main Air Pressure

POSEIDON - our scalable, tailor-made answer to suit even the most sophisticated requirements in the shipping and offshore industry.

Pneumatic Actuators
Sensors
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The POSEIDON sub-systems.
Intuitive operation and easy navigation through all POSEIDON sub- systems.

Operation of all sub-systems is integrated into a single common user interface. Easy
access and operation is made possible by an intuitive graphical user interface. This
sophisticated GUI is offered via multiple workstations such as Engine Control Room,
Cargo Office, Wheel House, and others. Individual access rights can be shared among
the workstations.
Navigating through the individual systems is made extremely simple and user rights
can be freely assigned.
Configuration menus allow for entering all device specific parameters, such as sensor
measuring ranges, valve types and functions, alarm thresholds, and others.

Valve Remote Control System (VRC)

Tank Management System (TMS)

Anti-Heeling System (AHS)

Loading Computer (LC)

Interface Management (IFM)

All values are permanently stored, even when restarting the system after power-down.
All Configuration and Diagnostics menus are password protected. Additional Diagnostics
menus for Smart ShipBus and Smart ShipPowerBus show real-time information on LPU
and cable status as well as communication integrity. Any defect of Smart ShipBus or Smart
ShipPowerBus components or bus interruptions will be immediately detected as a result of
continuous analysis.
Wiring errors during installation are instantly detected and displayed during commissioning.
Conventional systems can also still be supplied with engraved mimic diagrams, limiting the
configuration and diagnostics possibilities.
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POSEIDON

POSEIDON

Valve Remote Control System
(VRC)

Tank Management System
(TMS)

According to the customers’ requirements, POSEIDON is scalable to any complexity. Various topologies are possible:
• Smart ShipBus and Smart ShipPowerBus
(ring shaped electrical connection between the
actuators)
• Star-wired connection
(separate cable or hydraulic pipe for each
actuator)
To operate the valves, POSEIDON offers the following types of actuators:
•
•
•
•
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Electro-hydraulic actuators
Electric actuators
Hydraulic actuators
Pneumatic actuators

The actuators are suitable for all types of valves
(butterfly valves, ball valves, non-return valves,
etc.) and are available in a wide power range.
Depending on the actuator type, the position of the
valve is detected via mechanical limit switches or
continuously via potentiometer.
Depending on the required design, we offer various
kinds of work stations:
• TFT Touch screen embedded PCs
(17“ to 24“ and bigger)
• PCs with monitor and keyboard/trackball
• Operating panels with engraved mimic diagram
Graphical User Interface (GUI) allows for intuitive
user guidance. Easy navigation through all submenus is possible by trackball or touch screen.

Absolute pressure measurement

Differential pressure measurement

POSEIDON determines tank contents only via absolute pressure measurement. Absolute measuring
devices are sealed from environmental influences
(such as accumulated condensed water) and thus
guarantee highest process stability.

For special applications, i.e. submersible lifters,
POSEIDON offers differential pressure measurement. Error sources, e.g. if tanks are blown out by
pressurized air, are eliminated.

Reference sensors, mounted outside the vessel
structure (i.e. the bridge) measure the atmospheric
pressure, unaffected by external influences. Compensation of the atmospheric pressure is accomplished by numerical subtraction in the main PLC.

The pressurized air is compensated by means of a
second, identical sensor in the tank. Further compensation of the atmospheric pressure is accomplished by reference sensors outside the vessel
structure, as described in “absolute pressure measurement”.

A robust construction ensures an almost unlimited
life-time of the measuring devices.
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POSEIDON

POSEIDON

POSEIDON

POSEIDON

Anti-Heeling System (AHS)

Loading Computer (LC)

Alarm Management (AM)

Interface Management
(IFM)

POSEIDON can be equipped with an integrated
Anti-Heeling system to maintain the stability at
loading and unloading of a vessel.

According to the customers’ requirements, we can
supply hardware and software from all renowned
loading computer manufacturers. By means of an
online interface, POSEIDON transfers all relevant
tank data to the loading computer in real-time:

Depending on the customers’ requirements, a large
number of process and system alarms can be evaluated and processed by POSEIDON. These alarms
may either be generated from the values of sensors
being part of POSEIDON, such as tank level sensors, or, alternatively, originate from external alarm
sources, like level or limit switches, pressure or level
sensors, in either analogue or digital form.

POSEIDON can send all process data to superior
ship control systems, preferably via standard
interface protocols such as MODBUS-RTU (RS-485
based) or MODBUS-TCP (Ethernet based) , which
are common and wide-spread in the shipbuilding
industry:

A high-precision inclination sensor detects the
heeling angle and transmits the information directly to the PLC. Special algorithms generate
control commands for the heeling pump and for
the armatures belonging to the heeling tanks. An
integrated position controller ensures the horizontal trimming of the vessel at all times. Level switches monitor the ballast water level in the heeling
tanks and switch-off the Anti-Heeling system at
undercutting or exceeding of the limits. A variety
of monitoring elements ensures reliability of the
system and prevents dangerous extreme states of
the vessel. Optical and acoustical alarms indicate
hazardous situations.
The Anti-Heeling system can be equipped with a
special reversible AHS pump and armatures especially assigned to the AHS tanks. Alternatively, the
system can be implemented by using existing ballast pumps and armatures.
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• Level or volume of ballast, fuel and supply
tanks
• Medium densities (ballast water, HFO, MDO,
freshwater)
• Draught, trim and heel
We are able to implement all commonly used interface hardware layers, along with the corresponding
data protocols.

A number of different interfaces (analog, digital,
MODBUS or others) are available for this purpose. Visualization, logging and acknowledgement
of these alarms are accomplished via POSEIDON‘s
user interface. All incoming alarms are captured in
a looped alarm list. The complete alarm history in
clear text, date and time as well as the alarm status
(acknowledged/ not acknowledged) is listed.

•
•
•
•

Sounding levels and volumes
Pressure, temperature and alarms
Actual positions of all kinds of armatures
System messages

Likewise, POSEIDON can receive data:
• Target positions of all kinds of armatures
• Pump control

Customer defined alarms may be output via separate alarm panels and displayed by means of alarm
lamps, and also acoustically via sirens or horns.
Common alarms may be output via high-intensity
xenon flash lights.
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Fascinating High-Technology.
Made in Germany.

POSEIDON’s fascination is far more
than the sum of its individual components. Interfacing each individual
POSEIDON component in the independent world of a vessel requires a thorough knowledge of the entire process
and application in its entire complexity.
We are currently well equipped to find
answers for tomorrow’s questions, even
those which have not yet been asked,
as a result of our superior know-how.
Continually evaluating our possibilities.
Fulfilling our visions. Identifying ourselves with high-tech and living out hightech.
Our enthusiasm and respect of the complex world of shipbuilding has caused
our former „vision“ POSEIDON to
evolve into a sophisticated, absolutely
reliable ship control system. It can be
safely integrated into modern technologies, which had not even been
developed when we first cast our vision.
Technologies, which, at that time, were
almost impossible to envision.
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Think tank S-two.

Fascinating References.

Made in Germany

Made in Germany.

We at S-two do not consider our sole
function to be the production of the
POSEIDON system. Moreover, we are
equally interested in overseeing the installation and commissioning of the system on-site. This is the essence of true
fascination: merging POSEIDON with
the ship’s technology into a whole new
universe.
We are highly committed to providing
assistance to ship owners, shipyards and
design companies. Our on-site knowhow guarantees smooth work-flows
and integration of our technology into
the overall structure of the vessel. We
are your point of contact and are continually thinking ahead with regard to
further possible optimizations.
Vision is one important component, but
we are equally fascinated by the following realization. It is our dedication
which causes us to continually be on the
cutting edge of our high-technology.
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With ov er 35 years of experience in the shipbuilding industry.

S-two - a symbol of experience and forward

thinking solutions.

Among our staff are engineers, scientists, skilled workers, MBAs and electronic technicians. Our core competence is
our team’s long time experience in the
shipbuilding industry and the detailed
technical know-how of the work flows
involved.
Our close cooperation with the department of fluid mechanics of the “University of Applied Sciences Ostwestfalen-Lippe” and other well-known
universities enhances synergies
S-two after sales means:

Made in Germany

Worldwide service for our products
is a matter of course.
You always deal with the same contact
person, starting with development to
sales followed up by any kind of service
be it commissioning, installation, spare
parts, modification or updates. We consider ourselves as your provider of services to meet your requirements worldwide.
Thanks to our subsidiary in Singapore
and China and our agency in India, you
can reach us anytime, anywhere around
the world.
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Worldwide technical support
A qualified team of service engineers in
Germany, India and China will also be at
hand via remote trouble shooting or directly on-site or via remote monitoring.
in the event of functional or process difficulties.
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worldwide
trendsetting

Multifunctional

Headquarter:
S-two GmbH & Co. KG

www.s-two.de
www.s-two.com.sg
www.s-two.cn.com

S-two (Asia) Pte. Ltd.

S-two China

S-two India

2 Tractor Road
Singapore
Postcode: 627966
+65 6496 0296
Fon
Fax
+65 6265 8028
E-Mail: info@s-two.com.sg

Room 1104, No. 8 Xianxia Road
Shanghai,
China
+86 (0)21 6295 1208
Fon
Fax
+86 (0)21 6295 1308
E-Mail: info@s-two.cn.com

EcoAxis Systems Pvt. Ltd.
3 Shreenivas Classic, 2nd Floor,
Baner Road, Pune 411045
India
+91 (20) 27 29 36 46
Fon
E-Mail: info.india@s-two.de
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